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Introduction

Of the wide range of services today’s ISPs offer their customers, the critical
Internet application remains electronic messaging, or e-mail. No matter what
other features an ISP might provide, if it cannot guarantee timely, reliable
mail delivery, its customers will take their business elsewhere.

Understanding Internet mail and its underlying SMTP protocol is key to an
ISP’s ability to provide the premier mail service its customers demand. This
paper explains the major concepts of e-mail. Intended for new mail system
adminsitrators, it assumes no prior in-depth knowledge of Internet mail. Its
purpose is to provide the background that will help debug mail system prob-
lems quickly and efficiently.

Basic Concepts and Terminology

At the outset, it is essential to understand the difference between a Mail
System, Mail Software and Mail Service. Though often confused, these
terms refer to specific parts of an ISPs mail offering, any of which can suffer
from problems or deficiencies.

Let’s start with some basic definitions:
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• MAIL SYSTEM – The complete messaging system, including hard-
ware, related software, and other infrastructure products, that enables an
ISP to deliver mail. Examples of mail system components are: the host
machine, physical network, Internet connectivity, modems, routers, DNS
service, mail client software, provisioning/billing software, monitoring
software, etc.

 
• MAIL SOFTWARE – Software packages programmed to handle

routing and delivering mail to users’ mailboxes, as well as account con-
figuration and administration. Such a package is  typically referred to as
a Mail Server.

 
• MAIL SERVICE – The personnel and processes put in place around a

mail system that allows an ISP to provide a supported product to the
end-user. Examples of these components include, Marketing, Sales, Help
Desk, product distribution, network operations, etc.

All three of these elements must operate at a high level of performance and
reliability for an ISP to offer a competitive mail service. Choosing the cor-
rect mail software is critical, but that alone is not enough to guarantee five
star mail service. Time and resources must also be dedicated to providing the
required software and hardware infrastructure if the e-mail system is to
function optimally. Marketing and supporting the service are also extremely
important, but can only be achieved if you begin with a high quality mail
system.

INTERNET STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS

SMTP – Simple Mail Transport Protocol. The standard Internet protocol
used by the MTA and e-mail clients for delivery.

POP (OR POP3) – Post Office Protocol. The standard Internet protocol
used by POP Servers and e-mail clients that allows an e-mail client to
download mail. The POP3 mailbox stores mail received via SMTPuntil it is read by
the user; it also passes outgoing messages to the SMTP server for subsequent deliv-
ery to the addressee.

DNS – Domain Name System. The address mapping system used by ma-
chines on a network to associate standard numeric Internet addresses (such
as 206.43.105.233) with more mnemonic hostnames (such as www.isp.com).
The distributed administration of DNS makes each domain responsible for
configuring its own namespace.

IMAP (OR IMAP4) – Internet Message Access Protocol. A specifica-
tion for a flexible remote access between mail client and mail server pro-
grams, allowing offline, online, and disconnected mailbox access. A more
powerful protocol than POP3, but its expanded capabilities require more
computer resources. This protocol is still an emerging standard.
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E-MAIL SOFTWARE

MAIL SERVER SOFTWARE – The underlying e-mail software program
such as Sendmail/Qpopper, Post.Office, InterMail, etc. that handles routing
mail and delivering mail to users’ mailboxes. This software operates trans-
parently to the end user (unless it stops working properly!) Server packages
differ widely in terms of their scalability, performance, reliability, and avail-
ability, and should be carefully matched to the needs of the specific mail
system. Server software typically includes the following components:

• MTA SERVER – Mail Transport Agent. This is the server software
that accepts mail for delivery and either holds it for download by a client
or passes it to another MTA for delivery. This is software that is run on
the ISP’s machines. It understands SMTP protocol only. An example of
an MTA is Sendmail. Both Post.Office and InterMail have an MTA
component.

 
• MESSAGE STORE SERVER – The location where mail is stored

until an e-mail client requests it to be downloaded to local storage.
 
• CLIENT ACCESS SERVER – This is the actual server software that

allows for mail to be retrieved from the mail storage and delivered to an
e-mail client. Separate servers control access via POP or IMAP proto-
cols, although IMAP is still not univerasally implemented in mail serv-
ers. An example of a POP server would be Qpopper. Software.com’s
InterMail has both POP and IMAP servers.

 
• DNS SERVER – A software program that allows computers on the

Internet to locate other computers on the Internet.

E-MAIL CLIENT SOFTWARE – The application software run by the
end user to compose e-mail messages or download and view e-mail from
others. Clients use the SMTP protocol to send and the POP protocol to
download. Examples of this software would be Eudora, Pegasus Mail, Net-
scape mail client, Z-mail, Outlook, etc. The underlying Mail Server software
should be flexible enough to accommodate any Internet standards-compliant
Client software of choice.
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SMTP Operation

To see how all the pieces fit together, consider the sequence of steps in-
volved in typical mail transactions. The following examples trace the flow of
e-mail through an internal mail system as well as between mail systems via
the Internet.

SENDING MAIL TO ANOTHER USER ON THE SAME
MAIL SYSTEM OR SERVICE

Let’s examine how e-mail is sent from one person to another. In this exam-
ple, Mary has Internet access provided by a company called AnyIsp—a ge-
neric for companies like GTE, MCI, ATT Worldnet, Erols, etc. Her e-mail
address is mary@anyisp.com. She decides to send mail to her brother Bob
who also uses AnyIsp, so his e-mail address is bob@anyisp.com.

• Step 1 – Mary composes a message to her brother Bob in her e-mail cli-
ent

• Step 2 – Mary presses the  “send” button and her e-mail client sends the
message

• Step 3 – Mary’s E-mail client translates the message and sends it to her
ISP’s MTA using the SMTP protocol.

• Step 4 – The MTA determines for whom the message is intended and
then saves it in the message store for until Bob logs in to retrieve it.

• Step 5 – Bob starts up his e-mail client. The e-mail client asks the POP
server using POP protocol commands what mail is waiting for Bob.

• Step 6 – The POP server looks in the message store for Bob and re-
sponds with a list of mail sitting in Bob’s message store.

MTA Message Store

POP Server

Bob’s PC
Receiving E-mail client

Mary’s PC
Sending E-mail client

Mary & Bob’s ISP’s Mail Server

SMTP Protocol

POP Protocol

Steps 1& 2
Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 9

Step 6
Step 7

Step 8
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• Step 7 – Bob’s client reviews the list of mail in the message and deter-
mines which mail it has not yet been downloaded. It then sends requests
to retrieve all the messages it hasn’t downloaded yet.

• Step 8 – The POP server responds to requests for mail by retrieving the
messages from the message store and sending them to Bob’s e-mail cli-
ent.

• Step 9 -Messages are downloaded to Bob’s e-mail client and the e-mail
client stores the new messages on the local disk.

In the following sections, we will examine each of these steps in more detail,
showing the associated low-level protocol and operations. Readers interested
in a more summary overview may safely skip this discussion.

STEP 1 – USER COMPOSES A MESSAGE IN THEIR E-MAIL
CLIENT
Let’s say that the user, Mary, wants to send a message to Bob, a “carbon
copy” to Linda, and a “blind carbon copy” to John. The example illustrates
how Mary would compose the e-mail message.

To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com
BCC: john@anyisp.com
Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary.
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STEP 2 – USER SENDS MESSAGE
When the Mary sends the message, the e-mail client prepares the message
before sending it to the MTA. The message is split into three components,
the Mail From:, the recipient list, and then the data portion of the message.
The recipient list is made by combining the addresses listed on the To:, CC:
and the BCC: lines. The Data portion of the message is created from the
message that the user composed, including the subject line, but the e-mail
client removes the BCC: line and adds a Reply-To: line and a Date: line.

E-mail Client takes message and constructs:

1) Mail From field

2) Recipient List

3) Data portion adding Reply-To:, Date:, and  removing BCC:
li
Formatting the message for transmission to MTA

To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com
BCC: john@anyisp.com
Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary

mary@anyisp.com

bob@anyisp.com
linda@anyisp.com
john@anyisp.com

Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary

User’s original message

E-mail client constructs
these components:

1)

2)

3)
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STEP 3 – E-MAIL CLIENT PREPARES THE MESSAGE AND
SENDS IT TO THE MTA USING THE SMTP PROTOCOL
At this point, the client makes a connection to the corresponding MTA. The
target MTA is set up in the configuration of the e-mail client. For example,
in Eudora, you set the SMTP Host. In Netscape Mail Client, the Outgoing
Mail (SMTP) Server is set. Once the connection is made, the client and
MTA use the SMTP protocol to transmit the mail.

Arrows going from left to right indicate character strings being sent from the e-mail
client to the MTA server. Arrows going from right to left indicate character strings
being sent from the MTA server to the e-mail client.

Mary’s E-mail Client  

transmits information using SMTP 
protocol  to an MTA:

MTA
 Server

SMTP PROTOCOL

mary@anyisp.com

bob@anyisp.com
linda@anyisp.com
john@anyisp.com

Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary

ehlo paris.anyisp.com
250 mailhost.anyisp.com
Mail From: mary@anyisp.com
250 mailhost.anyisp.com
Rcpt To: bob@anyisp.com
250 Recipient <bob@anyisp.com> OK
Rcpt To: linda@anyisp.com
250 Recipient <linda@anyisp.com> OK
Rcpt To: john@anyisp.com
250 Recipient <john@anyisp.com> OK
DATA
354 OK Send Data with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary
.
250 Message Received <msgid>

SMTP Protocol
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STEP 4 – THE MTA BEGINS PROCESSING THE MESSAGE
The MTA accepted the message. Even though the e-mail client seperated the
message into three components before sending it, the MTA accepts the mes-
sage and breaks it into two parts: the Envelope and the Data Portion of the
message. The envelope information is used by the MTA to route the data
portion of the message to the location where the mailbox(es) exists for the
recipeint(s) specified. The data portion becomes the formatted message that
the recipients will receive.The protocol in Step 3 shows when the e-mail cli-
ent sends the “Data” command which differntiates the Envelope information
from the Data information.

Here is the message after the MTA has accepted it:

Mail From: mary@anyisp.com
Rcpt To: bob@anyisp.com
Rcpt To: linda@anyisp.com
Rcpt To: john@anyisp.com

Reply-To: mary@ anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary.

Envelope

Data
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STEP 5 – THE MTA BREAKS DOWN THE DATA PORTION OF
THE MESSAGES, BY SEPARATING IT INTO HEADER AND BODY
After the message has been accepted, the data portion of the message is
scanned for header information and body information. It is the header com-
ponent of the message that is manipulated by the MTA. Some MTAs will
store the header and body in two physical files; others will just scan the mes-
sage as necessary and makes changes to the header. The  important point to
understand is which data is considered the Header and which is considered
the Body.

STEP 6 – THE MTA ADDS ROUTING DATA TO THE HEADER
BEFORE STORING THE MESSAGE.
By adding Received: lines, the MTA is postmarking the message with the
name of the and the time the message passed through. Each message is given
a unique ID for storage, which is documented as the Msg-ID: line.

Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary

Data
Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

This is a test message from Mary

Header

Body

Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

Header
Return-Path: <mary@anyisp.com>
Received: from paris.anyisp.com by troy.anyisp.com
     ID# 0-34567U50000L50000S50000) with ESMTP id AAA44; 
     Tue, 28 Oct 1997 15:34:32 -0800
Msg-ID: <3.0.32.19971028153358.01e80e40@pop-sb.anyisp.com>
Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
To: bob@anyisp.com
From: mary@anyisp.com
CC: linda@anyisp.com

Subject: Test Message

Received line, Return-Path 
and Msg-ID added
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STEP 7 – IF THE MAIL IS ADDRESSES TO A LOCAL MAILBOX,
THE MAIL IS DELIVERED TO THE LOCAL MESSAGE STORE.
There is no specification or standard defining how mail should be stored un-
til a client retrieves the mail; it is up to the individual Mail Server Software.
Some MTAs store the mail in “flat files.” Both Sendmail and Post.Office
store mail in this manner. InterMail’s message store is a combination of a
database and “flat files.”

MTA Message Store

POP Server

ISP’s Mail Server

Step 4

Step 6

Step 8
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STEP 8 – BOB’S E-MAIL CLIENT MAKES A CONNECTION TO
THE POP SERVER AND DETERMINES IF THERE IS ANY NEW
MAIL TO DOWNLOAD.
The e-mail client logs in to the POP server to see if there is any mail waiting
in Bob’s mailbox. Each mail waiting on the server is identified with a unique
identifier (UID). The UIDL command sent by the client is a reqest to the
POP server to list all the UIDs in this mailbox.
When the e-mail client gets the entire list of UIDs, it compares it with the list
that it maintains of mail already downloaded. If there are any UIDs that the
e-mail client has not down loaded before, it will request just those specific
messages. In this example, message two is new.

The final period before the QUIT above should not be shown. Arrows going
from left to right indicate character strings being sent from the e-mail client
to the POP server. Arrows going from right to left indicate character strings
being sent from the POP server to the e-mail client.

Bob’s 
E-mail 
Client 

User bob
   +OK Password Required for bob
Pass ******
   +OK Maildrop has 1 messages (1002 Octets)
STAT
   +OK 2 1002
UIDL
   1 19971028205531623.AAA354@paris.anyisp.com
   2 19971027141529910.AAA272@paris.anyisp.com
RETR 2
   Return-Path: <mary@anyisp.com>
   Received: from paris.anyisp.com by troy.anyisp.com
   ID# 0-34567U50000L50000S50000) with ESMTP id AAA44;
   Tue, 28 Oct 1997 15:34:32 -0800
   Msg-ID: <3.0.32.19971028153358.01e80e40@pop-sb.software.com>
   Reply-To: mary@anyisp.com
   Date: Tue, 21 Oct 1997 16:43:13 -0700
   To: bob@anyisp.com
   From:mary@anyisp.com
   CC: linda@anyisp.com 

   Subject: Test Message

   This is a test message from Mary

   .
QUIT

POP
Server

POP PROTOCOL

POP3 Protocol
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SENDING MAIL TO ANOTHER USER ON A DIFFERENT
MAIL SYSTEM OR SERVICE

What happens when mail is sent to another Internet domain? When Mary
sends mail to her friend Rich, whose e-mail provider is a different ISP than
Mary’s, the process becomes more complicated.

Mary composes and sends her e-mail to rich@anotherisp.com. Her e-mail
client is always configured to send mail to her ISP’s mail machine, in this
case mail.marysisp.com. The MTA on that machine receives Mary’s mail,
and checks if this mail is addressed to a local user. Since it is not, the MTA
must send it to another MTA. From the address, it determines the domain
that the mail is to be sent to is richsisp.com. However, a domain is a collec-
tion of host machines, and mail must be sent to a particular host.

The target host is identified through the domain’s Mail Exchange (MX) rec-
ord identifying which host machine is configured with an MTA to accept
mail for a particular domain. Domain administrators publish this record in
the DNS server, the standard Internet method allowing all domains to com-
municate with one another. Mary’s MTA requests the MX record from her
own DNS server. It is up to her DNS server to query Rich’s DNS server to
determine what the MX record is for the domain, “anotherisp.com” and give
the answer back to Mary’s MTA. The MX record listed states mail should be
sent to the machine Pluto.anotherisp.com.

MTA
Message 

Store
POP 

Server

E-mail client

Mary’s machine

MTA

Message 
Store

POP 
Server

DNS

E-mail client

DNS

anotherisp.com IN MX 10 pluto.anotherisp.com

Mary’s ISP, anyisp.com

Hostname = mailhost.anyisp.com

Hostname = pluto.anotherisp..com

Rich’s machine

Rich’s ISP, anotherisp.com
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So, Mary’s MTA sends the mail to pluto.richsisp.com which has an MTA
waiting to accept e-mail. When Rich’s MTA receives the message, it deter-
mines it must store it for rich@anotherisp.com. Later, Rich dials in, his e-
mail client communicates with his pop server, and he downloads his mail
from the message store located on pluto.richsisp.com.

Summary

Although mail is a simple concept, the implementation of a mail system de-
pends on many facets including a thorough understanding of the workings of
e-mail. Making sure that management, marketers, e-mail administrators,
customer service agents, and all employees understand the fundamentals of
how mail works will help ISPs provide better service to their customers.

About Software.com

Founded in 1993 and with over 25 million mailboxes licensed to date, Soft-
ware.com has defined the market for carrier-scale messaging server software
with products specifically designed to satisfy the requirements of national
and global service providers offering messaging services to businesses and
consumers. Unlike enterprise-scale messaging products, Software.com’s car-
rier-scale products support millions of users with a unique distributed archi-
tecture that features unlimited scalability, high capacity, high reliability and
high availability to ensure that its service provider customers can offer the
highest quality messaging services.

Software.com’s InterMail products are built on native Internet standards and
proven in real-world deployments to be highly reliable, available, manage-
able, and scalable. InterMail products have been chosen by numerous telcos
and ISPs in Asia, the U.S. and Europe, including: AT&T WorldNet® Serv-
ice, GTE.net, Ameritech.net, BellSouth.net, Bell Atlantic Internet Services,
Erol’s Internet (an RCN company), @Home Network, Excite, Vir-
gin.net/U.K., Telepac/Portugal, KCOM, Hongkong Telecom, Telecom Ma-
laysia, Pacific Internet, and others. In addition, Software.com partners with
the world’s largest service providers and infrastructure vendors such as
Cisco, Silicon Graphics, Inc., and Sun, as well as Kenan Systems, Media-
Gate, and Bright Light Technologies.

Software.com maintains corporate headquarters in Santa Barbara, Calif. and
Lexington, Mass., and has offices throughout the U.S., Europe and Asia.
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Software.com can be reached in the U.S. at 805-882-2470 or
http://www.software.com.

Software.com Support and Services

Because InterMail is a complete messaging solution for highly complex
service provider environments, Software.com treats InterMail support as an
ongoing responsibility to its clients. On-site configuration and assistance are
part of every InterMail installation, with support and customization to indi-
vidual system requirements routinely provided by highly trained technical
teams.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GROUP
Through its Professional Services Group, Software.com also provides spe-
cialized engineering and consulting support for the most demanding system
and networking needs. Our industry-leading experts bring to the table the
skills and expertise gained from designing, planning, and implementing
complex messaging, architecture, integration, and networking systems for
high-profile national and international clients. In addition to providing rapid
deployment and integration of InterMail, PSG engineers are equipped to as-
sist in every aspect of system implementation, including system assessment,
system architecture, system migration, and operations management. PSG
services are available on a separately contracted basis.

PARTNERSHIPS
Software.com’s extensive expertise in messaging systems, intranet issues,
key technologies, integration capabilities, and business planning is also
available on a service provider partnership basis for joint design, installation,
operation, and support of innovative messaging service and outsourced
intranet offers.


